This paper describes how to cluster together the phrases of a phrase-based statistical machine translation (SMT) system, using information in the phrase table itself. The clustering is symmetric and recursive: it is applied both to sourcelanguage and target-language phrases, and the clustering in one language helps determine the clustering in the other. The phrase clusters have many possible uses. This paper looks at one of these uses: smoothing the conditional translation model (TM) probabilities employed by the SMT system. We incorporated phrase-cluster-derived probability estimates into a baseline loglinear feature combination that included relative frequency and lexically-weighted conditional probability estimates. In ChineseEnglish (C-E) and French-English (F-E) learning curve experiments, we obtained a gain over the baseline in 29 of 30 tests, with a maximum gain of 0.55 BLEU points (though most gains were fairly small). The largest gains came with medium (200-400K sentence pairs) rather than with small (less than 100K sentence pairs) amounts of training data, contrary to what one would expect from the paraphrasing literature. We have only begun to explore the original smoothing approach described here.
Introduction and Related Work
The source-language and target-language "phrases" employed by many statistical machine translation (SMT) systems are anomalous: they are arbitrary sequences of contiguous words extracted by complex heuristics from a bilingual corpus, satisfying no formal linguistic criteria. Nevertheless, phrase-based systems perform better than word-based systems (Koehn 2010, pp. 127-129) . In this paper, we look at what happens when we cluster together these anomalous but useful entities.
Here, we apply phrase clustering to obtain better estimates for "backward" probability P(s|t) and "forward" probability P(t|s), where s is a source-language phrase, t is a target-language phrase, and phrase pair (s,t) was seen at least once in training data. The current work is thus related to work on smoothing P(s|t) and P(t|s) -see (Foster et al., 2006 (s,t) denotes the number of times phrase pair (s,t) was observed, etc. These estimates are typically smoothed with "lexical" estimates found by breaking phrases s and t into words. We adopt a different idea, that of smoothing P RF (s|t) and P RF (t|s) with estimates obtained from phrases that have similar meanings to s and t. In our experiments, the two methods were combined, yielding an improvement over lexical smoothing alone -this indicates they provide complementary information. E.g., lexical estimates don't work well for non-compositional phrases like "kick the bucket" -our method might cluster this phrase with "die" and "expire" and thus provide better smoothing. The research that comes closest to ours is the work of Schwenk et al. (2007) on continuous space Ngram models, where a neural network is employed to smooth translation probabilities. However, both Schwenk et al.' s smoothing technique and the system to which it is applied are quite different from ours.
Phrase clustering is also somewhat related to work on paraphrases for SMT. Key papers in this area include (Bannard and Callison-Burch, 2005) , which pioneered the extraction of paraphrases from bilingual parallel corpora, (Callison-Burch et al., 2006) which showed that paraphrase generation could improve SMT performance, (Callison-Burch, 2008) and (Zhao et al., 2008) which showed how to improve the quality of paraphrases, and (Marton et al., 2009 ) which derived paraphrases from monolingual data using distributional information. Paraphrases typically help SMT systems trained on under 100K sentence pairs the most.
The phrase clustering algorithm in this paper outputs groups of source-language and targetlanguage phrases with similar meanings: paraphrases. However, previous work on paraphrases for SMT has aimed at finding translations for source-language phrases in the system's input that weren't seen during system training. Our approach is completely useless in this situation: it only generates new information for target or source phrases that are already in the system's phrase table. Thus, we find paraphrases for many of the source and target phrases that are in the phrase table, while the work cited above looks for paraphrases of source phrases that are not in the phrase table.
Our work also differs from most work on paraphrases in that information is extracted not from sources outside the SMT system (e.g., pivot languages or thesauri) but from the system's phrase table. In this respect if no other, it is similar to Chiang's classic work on hierarchical phrase-based systems (Chiang, 2005) , though Chiang was mining a very different type of information from phrase tables.
Because of all these differences between work on paraphrasing and the phrase clustering approach, both in terms of the input information and where they are best applied, we did not experimentally compare the two approaches.
Deriving Conditional Probabilities from Phrase Clusters
Given phrase clusters in the source and target languages, how would one derive estimates for conditional probabilities P(s|t) and P(t|s)? We assume that the clustering is "hard": each source phrase s belongs to exactly one cluster C(s), and each target phrase t belongs to exactly one cluster C(t). Some of these clusters will contain singleton phrases, and others will contain more than one phrase. Let "#" denote the total number of observations in the training data associated with a phrase or phrase cluster. E.g., suppose the English cluster C S contains the three phrases "red", "dark red", and "burgundy", with 50, 25, and 10 observations in the training data respectively -then #(C S ) = 85. Also, let #(C S ,C T ) be the number of co-occurrences in the training data of source-language cluster C S and targetlanguage cluster C T . The phrase-cluster-based probabilities P PC are:
Note that the P PC will often be non-zero where the corresponding relative frequency estimates P RF were zero (the opposite can't happen). Also, the P PC will be most useful where the phrase being conditioned on was seldom seen in the training data. If t was seen 1,000 times during training, the P RF (s|t) are reliable and don't need smoothing; but if t was seen 6 times, P PC (s|t) may yield valuable extra information. The same kind of argument applies to estimation of P(t|s).
Clustering Phrases
We used only information "native" to phrase tables to cluster phrases. Two types of similarity metric between phrases or phrase clusters were employed: count-based metrics and edit-based metrics. The former are based on phrase cooccurrence counts; the latter are based on the word sequences that make up the phrases. Each has its advantages. Count-based metrics can deduce from the similar translations of two phrases that they have similar meanings, despite dissimilarity between the two word sequences -e.g., they can deduce that "red" and "burgundy" belong in the same cluster. However, these metrics are unreliable when total counts are low, since phrase co-occurrences are determined by a noisy alignment process. Edit-based metrics are independent of how often phrases were observed. However, sometimes they can be fooled by phrases that have similar word sequences but different meanings (e.g., "the dog bit the man" and "the man bit the dog", or "walk on the beach" and "don't walk on the beach"). In our experiments, we used a combination of countbased and edit-based metrics to cluster phrases (by simply multiplying the metrics together). However, we invested most of our effort in perfecting the count-based component: our editbased metric was fairly naïve.
If we rely mainly on count-based similarity between phrases to cluster them, and this kind of similarity is most reliable when phrases have high counts, yet we need phrase-cluster-based estimates most for phrases with low counts, aren't we carrying out clustering on the phrases that need it least? Our hope was that there is a class of phrases with intermediate counts (e.g., with 3-15 observations in the training data) that can be clustered reliably, but still benefit from phrase-cluster-based probability estimates. Figure 1 shows count-based phrase clustering. One first arbitrarily picks a language (either source or target) and then clusters together some of the phrases in that language. One then switches to the other language and clusters phrases in that language, then switches back to the first one, and so on until enough clustering has taken place.
Count-based clustering: overview
Each phrase or phrase cluster is represented by the vector of its co-occurrence counts. To calculate the similarity between two phrase clusters, one first normalizes their count vectors. At the top of Figure 1 , source phrase s1 occurred 9 times: 7 times aligned with target phrase t1, 2 times aligned with t4. For source similarity computation, the entry for (s1,t1) is normalized to 7/9 = 0.78 and the entry for (s1,t4) is normalized to 2/9 = 0.22 (these normalized values are shown in brackets and italics after the counts).
The two most similar normalized vectors at the top of Figure 1 are those associated with phrases s1 and s2. These phrases are merged by adding corresponding counts, yielding a new vector associated with the new phrase cluster {s1, s2}. In real life, one would now do more sourcelanguage clustering on the source language side; in this example, we immediately proceed to target-language clustering (carried out in target language space). Note that the target similarity calculations are affected by the previous source clustering (because s1 and s2 are now represented by the same coordinate, t3 and t4 are now closer than they were in the initial table). In this manner, we can iterate back and forth between the two languages. The final output is a table of joint phrase cluster counts, which is used to estimate the P PC (see previous section).
Count-based clustering: details
Count-based similarity is computed as follows:
1. Phrase alignment is a noisy process, so we first apply a transformation analogous to tf-idf in information retrieval (Salton and McGill, 1986 ) to phrase cluster counts. For source similarity computation, each co-occurrence count #(C S ,C T ) between source cluster C S and target cluster C T is multiplied by a factor that reflects the information content of C T . Let #diff(C S ) be number of clusters on the source side, and let #[C T >0] for a particular target cluster C T be the number of source clusters C S that co-occur with C T .
Then let
Similarly, for target similarity computation, let
E.g., in source similarity computation, if C T co-occurs with all source clusters, its contribution will be set to zero (because it carries little information). 2. We normalize by dividing each vector of tf-idf counts
by the total number of observations in the vector. 3. We compute the similarity between each pair of tf-idf vectors using either the cosine measure (Salton and McGill, 1986) or one of a family of probabilistic metrics described below. 4. We cluster together the most similar vectors; this involves summing the unmodified counts #(C S ,C T ) of the vectors (i.e., the tf-idf transformation is only applied for the purposes of similarity calculation and is not retained). Now, we'll describe the probabilistic metrics we considered. For a count vector of dimension
I(u) is a measure of how well the data in u are modeled by the normalized vector (
Thus, when two count vectors u and v are merged (by adding them) we have the following measure of the loss in modeling accuracy:
Probability Loss (PL):
However, if we choose merges with the lowest PL, we will usually merge only vectors with small counts. We are more interested in the average impact of a merge, so we define Average Probability Loss (APL):
. (4) In our initial experiments, APL worked better than PL. However, APL had a strange side-effect. Most of the phrase clusters it induced made intuitive sense, but there were typically three or four clusters with large numbers of observations on both language sides that grouped together phrases with wildly disparate meanings. Why does APL induce these "monster clusters"?
Consider two count vectors u and v. If Σ i u i is very big and Σ i v i is small, then I(u) and I(u + v) will be very similar, and APL will be approx-
which will be close to zero. Thus, the decision will probably be made to merge u and v, even if they have quite different semantics. The resulting cluster, whose counts are represented by u + v, is now even bigger and even more likely to swallow up other small count vectors in the next rounds of merging: it becomes a kind of black hole.
To deal with this problem, we devised another metric. Let
This is a measure of how well the counts in v predict the distribution of counts in u. Then let Maximum Average Probability Loss (MAPL):
. (5) The first term inside the maximum indicates the average probability loss for an observation in u when it is modeled by u+v instead of u; similarly, the second term indicates the average probability loss for an observation in v. If we merge vector pairs with the lowest values of MAPL, we will never merge vectors in a way that will cause a large loss to either of the two parents.
In practice, we found that all these metrics worked better when multiplied by the Dice coefficient based distance. For u and v, this is
, where "|u|" means the number of non-zero count entries in u, and "| v u ∩ |" is the number of count entries that are non-zero in u and v.
Edit-based similarity
In most of our experiments, count-based metrics were combined with edit-based metrics; we put little effort into optimizing the edit metrics. Let MCWS stand for "maximum common word sequence". For phrases p 1 and p 2 , we define
( 6) where len() returns the number of words. This metric doesn't take word identities into account; in future work, we may weight differences involving content words more heavily. We also defined an edit-based metric for distance between phrase clusters. Let cluster 1 have phrases "red" (10); "burgundy" (5); "resembling scarlet" (2) and cluster 2 have "dark burgundy" (7); "scarlet" (3) (number of observations in brackets). What is the edit distance between clusters 1 and 2? We defined the distance as that between the two phrases with the most observations in each cluster. Thus, distance between clusters 1 and 2 would be Edit("red", "dark burgundy")=1.0. Other definitions are possible. Figure 2 shows an English phrase cluster learned during C-E experiments by a metric combining count-based and edit-based information. Each phrase is followed by its count in brackets; we don't show phrases with low counts. Since our edit distance sees words as atoms (it doesn't know about morphology), the phrases containing "emancipating" were clustered with phrases containing "emancipation" based on count information, rather than because of the common stem. Figure 3 shows part of a French phrase cluster learned during F-E experiments by the same mixed metric. The surface forms are quite varied, but most of the phrases mean "to assure or to guarantee that something will happen". An interesting exception is "pas faire" -it means not to do something ("pas" is negative). This illustrates why we need a better edit distance that heavily weights negative words.
Examples of phrase clusters
emancipating (247) 
Experiments
We carried out experiments on a standard onepass phrase-based SMT system with a phrase table derived from merged counts of symmetrized IBM2 and HMM alignments; the system has both lexicalized and distance-based distortion components (there is a 7-word distortion limit) and employs cube pruning (Huang and Chiang, 2007) . The baseline is a loglinear feature combination that includes language models, the distortion components, relative frequency estimators P RF (s|t) and P RF (t|s) and lexical weight estimators P LW (s|t) and P LW (t|s). The P LW () components are based on (Zens and Ney, 2004) ; Foster et al. (2006) found this to be the most effective lexical smoothing technique. The phrasecluster-based components P PC (s|t) and P PC (t|s) are incorporated as additional loglinear feature functions. Weights on feature functions are found by lattice MERT (Macherey et al., 2008) .
Data
We evaluated our method on C-E and F-E tasks. For each pair, we carried out experiments on training corpora of different sizes. C-E data were from the NIST 1 2009 evaluation; all the allowed bilingual corpora except the UN corpus, Hong Kong Hansard and Hong Kong Law corpus were used to estimate the translation model. For C-E, we trained two 5-gram language models: the first on the English side of the parallel data, and the second on the English Gigaword corpus.
Our C-E development set is made up mainly of data from the NIST 2005 test set; it also includes some balanced-genre web-text from the NIST training material. Evaluation was performed on the NIST 2006 and 2008 test sets. For F-E tasks, we used WMT 2010 2 F-E track data sets. Parallel Europarl data are used for training; WMT Newstest 2008 set is the dev set, and WMT Newstest 2009 and 2010 are the test sets. One reference is provided for each source input sentence. Two language models are used in this task: one is the English side of the parallel data, and the second is the English side of the GigaFrEn corpus. Table 2 summarizes the training, development and test corpora for F-E tasks.
Amount of clustering and metric
For both C-E and E-F, we assumed that phrases seen only once in training data couldn't be clustered reliably, so we prevented these "count 1" phrases from participating in clustering. The key clustering parameter is the number of merge operations per iteration, given as a percentage of the number of potential same-language phrase pairs satisfying a simple criterion (some overlap in translations to the other language). Preliminary tests involving the FBIS corpus (about 8% of the C-E data) caused us to set this parameter at 5%. For C-E, we first clustered Chinese with this 5% value, then English with the same amount. For F-E, we first clustered French, then English, using 5% in both cases. Table 3 shows the results. Only 2-4% of the total phrases in each language end up in a cluster (that's 6.5-9% of eligible phrases, i.e., of phrases that aren't "count 1"). However, about 20-25% of translation probabilities are smoothed for both language pairs. Based on these preliminary tests, we decided to use
was a close runner-up).
Results and discussion
Our evaluation metric is IBM BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , which performs case-insensitive matching of n-grams up to n = 4. Our first experiment evaluated the effects of the phrase clustering features given various amounts of training data. Figure 4 gives the BLEU score improvements for the two language pairs, with results for each pair averaged over two test sets (training data size shown as #sentences). The improvement is largest for medium amounts of training data. Since the F-E training data has more words per sentence than C-E, the two peaks would have been closer together if we'd put #words on the x axis: improvements for both tasks peak around 6-8 M English words. For more details, refer to Tables 4 and 5 . Most likely, many of these individual results are insignificant, but so what? Based on the tables, the probability of the null hypothesis that our method has no effect is equivalent to that of tossing a fair coin 30 times and getting 29 heads (if we adopt an independence approximation).
In the research on paraphrases cited earlier, paraphrases tend to be most helpful for small amounts of training data. By contrast, our approach seems to be most helpful for medium amounts of training data (200-400K sentence pairs). We attribute this to the properties of count-based clustering. When there is little training data, clustering is unreliable; when there is much data, clustering is reliable but unneeded, because most relative frequencies are wellestimated. In between, phrase cluster probability estimates are both reliable and useful. In a final experiment, we allowed "count 1" phrases to participate in clustering (using
DMAPL Edit ×
). The resulting C-E system had somewhat more clustered phrases than the previous one (for both Chinese and English, about 3.5% of phrases were in clusters compared to 2.5% in the previous system). To our surprise, this led to a slight improvement in BLEU: the 400K C-E system now yielded 30.25 on NIST06 (up 0.09) and 23.88 on NIST08 (up 0.13). The F-E system where "count 1" clustering is allowed also had more phrases in clusters than the system where it's prohibited (the former has just under 10% of French and English phrases in clusters vs. 4% for the latter). For F-E, the 200K system allowing "count 1" clustering again yielded a slightly higher BLEU: 24.07 on Newstest2009 and 24.76 on Newstest2010 (up 0.05 in both cases). Thus, our decision not to allow "count 1" phrases to participate in clustering in the Table 4 and 5 experiments appears to have been a mistake. We suspect we can greatly improve handling of "count 1" phrases -e.g., by weighting the Edit component of the similarity metric more heavily when assigning these phrases to clusters.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown that source-language and targetlanguage phrases in the phrase table can be clustered, and that these clusters can be used to smooth "forward" and "backward" estimates P(t|s) and P(s|t), yielding modest but consistent BLEU gains over a baseline that included lexical smoothing. Though our experiments were done on a phrase-based system, this method could also be applied to hierarchical phrase-based SMT and syntactic SMT systems. There are several possibilities for future work based on new applications for phrase clusters:
• In the experiments above, we used phrase clusters to smooth P(t|s) and P(s|t) when the pair (s,t) was observed in training data. However, the phrase clusters often give non-zero probabilities for P(t|s) and P(s|t) when s and t were both in the training data, but didn't co-occur. We could allow the decoder to consider such "invented" phrase pairs (s,t).
• Phrase clusters could be used to construct target language models (LMs) in which the basic unit is a phrase cluster rather than a word. For instance, a tricluster model would estimate the probability of phrase p at time i as a function of its phrase cluster, Ci(p), and the two preceding phrase clusters Ci-1 and Ci-2:
• Lexicalized distortion models could be modified so as to condition distortion events on phrase clusters.
• We could build SMT grammars in which the terminals are phrases and the parents of terminals are phrase clusters. The phrase clustering algorithm described above could be improved in several ways:
• In the above, the edit distance between phrases and between phrase clusters was crudely defined. If we improve edit distance, it will have an especially large impact on "count 1" phrases, for which count-based metrics are unreliable and which are a large proportion of all phrases. The edit distance between two phrases weighted all words equally: preferably, weights for word substitution, insertion, or deletion would be learned from purely count-derived phrase clusters (content words and negative words might have heavier weights than other words). The edit distance between two phrase clusters was defined as the edit distance between the phrases with the most observations in each cluster. E.g., distance to the phrase cluster in Figure 2 is defined as the phrase edit distance to "emancipating". Instead, one could allow a cluster to be characterized by (e.g.) up to three phrases, and let distance between two clusters be the minimum or average pairwise edit distance between these characteristic phrases.
• To cluster phrases, we only used information derived from phrase tables. In future, we could also use the kind of information used in work on paraphrases, such as the context surrounding phrases in monolingual corpora, entries in thesauri, and information from pivot languages.
• The phrase clustering above was "hard": each phrase in either language belongs to exactly one cluster. We could modify our algorithms to carry out "soft" clustering. For instance, we could interpolate the probabilities associated with a phrase with probabilities from its neighbours.
• Clustering is a primitive way of finding latent structure in the table of joint phrase counts. One could apply principal component analysis or a related algorithm to this table.
